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THE BRIEF SYSTEM FOR MAKING PROSTRATIONS
WHICH CONVEYS THE ESSENTIAL MEANING

ACCORDING TO THE LINEAGE
of
CHIMED RIGDZIN RINPOCHE

Translated by
C.R. Lama and James Low
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Tshultrim Zangpo

7##&40&+8)&4&+94&:#4&;#&.&'<#"####################################################
CHI

NE

JAL

NA

KHAN

CHEN

ZHI WA TSHO

outside

from

see, meet

if, when

scholar

great

Santarakshita

Outwardly he resembles the great scholar Santarakshita,

42&=#&>##%0&?&@##&A###.&BC#20&?&+D+"##########################
NANG GI

TOG PA

LU DRUB

GONG PA

inner

thoughts

Nagarjuna

original
equal, similar
understanding

NYAM

Inwardly his thoughts are like Nagarjuna’s direct understanding, and

%02&.&E4&:#4&F#&+&)&G#&H#&BI#0"############################
SANG WA

PHAN

CHEN

BI MA LA MI TRA

NGO

secret

pandita

great

Vimalamitra (i.e. his incarnation)

actual

Secretly he is actually the great pandita Vimalamitra –

J#&K#&L
##M#&N#%0&O#0&'P#Q&.M#&+C#4"
GU RU PAD MAI

THUG

SAE

DRO WAI

GON

Padmasambhava

mind

son

beings

benefactor

The benefactor of beings who is Padmasambhava’s heart son,

*#)&R##+0&.S2&3#T#&U.0&)&$#%&'()&V#"
TSHUL TRIM ZANG PO

ZHAB

LA

CHAG TSAL LO

Tulku Tsorlo’s

feet

to, at

salutation, prostration

We pray at the feet of Tshultrim Zangpo

Outwardly he resembles the great scholar Santarakshita, inwardly his thoughts are like
Nagarjuna’s direct understanding, secretly he is actually the great pandita Vimalamitra – the
benefactor of beings who is Padmasambhava’s heart son, we pray at the feet of Tshultrim Zangpo.
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W4&XY&Z4&[-&\2&?&%]0&%^."###_0&`2&3-&.O2&"####C0&(%&a%0&?-&
.b0&c&d)&e&12&%-&f-&)"###020&g0&'`&.M&h4&?&iB"###B+&j0&'`&.M&
k.&?&iB"###Bl&'m4&'`&.M&'n4&?&iB"###o0&%p2&?&q-"

Standing before a representation of the Refuges with your feet together, your back very
straight and your clothes clean and tidy, join your palms together at your heart. “Buddha
is the incomparable teacher, the excellent Dharma is the incomparable protection, and the
Sangha is the incomparable guide.” So it has been said.

B2&3&$%&r&.M&s)&t"###020&g0&XY&N%0&u&%p+&XY&.B%&]B&B2&"###+v4&
.w&x0&?M&-2&.;4&y&z0&{&B2&54&?"###S.&g0&.mB&|M&j0&}-&'PQ&)&h4&
?"## # ~M&%p2&=&B+&?M&j0&t&E4&?&B2&.~4&?M&,4&•4&XY&B+&j0&_2&>%&€&
I&•"# # # ~M&u&t&'n4&?&‚&4&iB&?&'E%0&?M&Bl&'m4&c"# # # .w&.&12&ƒM&-2&
.;4&•4&.B%&iB&>%&?M&z0&-.&€&B.2&„%"###…B&;M&+jB&†0&B‡4&+j%&
ˆ4&3&:&%p+&XY&‰4&Š4&`4&BC0&?&t&%2&)&$%&r&.M&s)&B2&"

Firstly regarding that towards which one makes prostrations, the Buddha’s mind is the
substance of the three modes of an awakened being ( Dharmakaya, Sambhogakaya,
Nirmanakaya), and with the nature of true understanding, compassion and power it has the
!"#$%&'()'*#$+*,-'*.(/$(0,-'*.$),$1#'*.($2$&2'*3244$,3$)0#$4'1#&2)'*.$#4'5'&$,3$)0#$%&,3,6*7$
and vast Dharma. Regarding his speech, the doctrines of the excellent Dharma have the
*2)6&#$,3$)0#$802&92$)&2*(9'((',*($2*7$2-2+#*'*.($-0':0$02"#$)0#$('.*'!:2*:#$,3$1#*#!)$
and truth. Regarding his body, with the nature of loving compassion he has the power of the
supreme knowledge of emptiness free of inherent self‑nature and is the unsurpassed guide,
the pure Sangha.
;#:,44#:)'*.$ )0#$ .,,7$ <624')'#($ ,3$ )0#(#$ =0&##$ >#-#4($ -0,$ 2&#$ -,&)0?$ ,3$ )0#$ ,@#&'*.($ ,3$
samsara and nirvana, know them to be the ones to whom prostrations are to be made.

%]0&?&BG%0&?&B2&.•0&$%&r&*)&t&+,&)0"####L&9&'‹0&Œ&'`&."###
)%&%]0&•&•-&d)&f-&40"####_0&B?%&iB&?M&Ž4&<%0&.•0"####•%0&
.•M&020&g0&)&$%&'()"###‘0&%p20&?&q-"###L&9&'‹0&?&q&‹M&d)&
e&12&9-&f-&.M&42&’B&.;4&XY&“-&‹&BC0&',B&”4&'•2&;%&‰B&?-&.0+&)&
~&)0&+jB&?M&Ž4&•2&"###g)&.&O0&.•0&€&u&)&$%&'()&;2&+jB&?&–)&
.-&.0+&)&d)&e&f-&.&('—&ˆ%&'˜4&:4&3&L&'™4&)0&.‘B)"####d)&e&
Bš)&.-&%›%&?0&.B%&%U4&œ+0&•4&d+0&•B&€0"####•%&.•B"###+&ž4&
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?&a4&?"####V%&%y+&r0&?&%p+&%Ÿ&•-& -&?M&-2&=&_0&XY&¡%&¢.&B%"###
O0&.•0&g)&.M&u&’&ž4&£.0&.B%&¤%0&€&_0&)&6%0&?-&.0+"
Secondly, regarding this system of meditation used while making prostrations, the Sutra
says: “With your palms together like the slightly opened mouth of a lotus, hold your hands
at the top of your head. With bodies like masses of measureless clouds make salutation to
the Buddhas of the ten directions.”
Believe that between your palms of your hands, which are held like the slightly opened
9,6)0$,3$2$4,)6(/$)0#&#$'($)0#$-'(0$364!44'*.$.#9$:244#7$A)0#$(,6&:#$,3$#"#&?)0'*.$7#('&214#B$
(dGos ‑’Dod Kun‑’Byung). Imagine that with your palms together, from it there arise clouds
,3$,@#&'*.($-0':0$2&#$%&#(#*)#7$),$)0#$C67702($2*7$C,70'(2D"2(E$$=0'($'($)0#$#5%42*2)',*$
of Padme Trinlae.
Believe that by touching your forehead with your hands, all the sins and obscurations of the
body that limit yourself and all other beings, and in particular the three principle deeds of
+'44'*./$)2+'*.$-02)$'($*,)$.'"#*$2*7$(#5624$9'(:,*76:)/$2&#$%6&'!#7/$2*7$)02)$)0#$14#(('*.($
,3$)0#$C,7?$,3$)0#$C67702($2*7$C,70'(2D"2($#*)#&$'*),$)0#$1,7'#($,3$244$(#*)'#*)$1#'*.(E$

~&40&d)&e&+¥4&?-&f-&g)&.&O0&.•0&€&%p2&)&+jB&?&–)&.0&.B%&
%U4&œ+0&•4&d+0&•B&€&¦4&§&+&¨%&©.&2%&'ª)&.;&%Ÿ&•-& -&?M&2%&
=&¡%&¢.&B%"# # O0&.•0&g)&.M&%p2&=&ž4&£.0&.B%&¤%0&œ+0&•4&#
«+0&€&2%&)&6%0&?-&.0+"
Then believe that by joining your palms together at your throat all the sins and obscurations
of speech that limit yourself and all other beings, and in particular the four principle ones
,3$4?'*./$7'(&6%)'"#$(%##:0/$&,6.0$(%##:0/$2*7$'74#$)24+/$2&#$%6&'!#7/$2*7$)02)$)0#$14#(('*.$
,3$F%##:0$,3$244$)0#$C67702($2*7$C,70'(2D"2($#*)#&($'*),$)0#$(%##:0$,3$244$(#*)'#*)$1#'*.(E

~&40&d)&e&12&9-&f-&g)&.&O0&.•0&€&N%0&)&+jB&?&–)&.0&.B%&
%U4&œ+0&•4&d+0&•B&€&.«.&œ+0"###%“B&œ+0&V%&q&%p+&%Ÿ&•-&
-&?M&’B&€&¡%&¢.&B%"# O0&.•0&g)&.M&N%0&€&ž4&£.0&.B%&¤%0&
œ+0&•4&d+0&•B&€&’B&)&6%0&?-&.0+"

Then believe that by joining your palms together at your heart all the sins and obscurations
of mind that limit yourself and all other sentient beings, and in particular the three principle
,*#($ ,3$ :,"#),6(*#((/$ '44$ -'44/$ 2*7$ -&,*.$ "'#-(/$ 2&#$ %6&'!#7/$ 2*7$ )02)$ )0#$ 14#(('*.$ ,3$ )0#$
G'*7$,3$244$)0#$C67702($2*7$C,70'(2D"2($#*)#&($'*),$)0#$9'*7$,3$244$(#*)'#*)$1#'*.(E

~&40&)%&+dY)&%]0"###_0&e&%]0"###Bš)&.&¬&_0&€&+)&{&0&)&E.&40"
.B%&%U4&'PQ&.&œ+0&•4&«+0&€&-B&€&‘&®2&',B&}%0&%¯&°%&§%&±%&2&
g)&c&²4&e20&?&m%&{M&)0&¢.&f20"###O0&.•0&g)&.M&u&%p2&N%0&
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‰4&Š4&'™4&)0&{M&ž4&£.0&.B%&¤%0&«+0&€&-B&)&6%0&?-&.0+"

=0#*$1?$),6:0'*.$)0#$.&,6*7$-')0$)0#$!"#$%42:#($,3$)0#$1,7?/$'E#E$1,)0$02*7(/$1,)0$+*##(/$
2*7$ )0#$ 3,&#0#27/$ )0#$ +2&9':$ ,1(:6&2)',*($ ,3$ )0#$ !"#$ 2H':)'*.$ %,'(,*($ ,3$ 2*.#&/$ 7#('&#/$
stupidity, jealousy and pride are cleansed from the minds of yourself and all other sentient
beings moving in samsara, and the blessing of the Body, Speech, Mind, Good Qualities and
I:)'"')'#($,3$)0#$C67702($2*7$C,70'(2D"2($#*)#&$'*),$244$,6&$9'*7(E

+)&{&dB&)&D)&³%&›&´-&µ2&d)&e&•&%¶%&›&f-&.0&.B%&%U4&'PQ&.M&·&
%p+&XY&¡%&¢.&f2&"####.B%&¤%0&œ+0&•4&«+0&€&-B&)&O0&.•0&g)&
.M&u&%p2&N%0&€&BI0&¸.&³.&?-&.0+"####´-&_0&¹4&m&)2&.M&º&œ+0&
•4&d+0&•B&B%&?M&;2&m&`20&.-&.0+"### ('—&+90&¸.&»¼& }%0&iB&ˆ4&
3&:M&.‘B&?&’4")

C#4'#"#$)02)$ 1?$ 4?'*.$ -')0$ )0#$!"#$%42:#($()&#):0#7$J2)$,6)$ 2*7$K,'*'*.$)0#$ %249($,3$?,6&$
hands at the top of your head, the sins and obscurations of body, speech and mind of yourself
2*7$244$,)0#&($9,"'*.$'*$(29(2&2$2&#$%6&'!#7/$2*7$)02)$)0#$9'*7($,3$244$(#*)'#*)$1#'*.($.2'*$
)0#$)&6#$2::,9%4'(09#*)$,3$)0#$C,7?/$F%##:0$2*7$G'*7$,3$)0#$C67702($2*7$C,70'(2D"2(E
When you rise up again believe that all sentient beings are led to the pure land. This is the
explanation given by the scholar Karma Chagmed Rinpoche.

$%&)4&½&)&BG%0&?&'—&«+0&+&}%0&?&%)&:"###~&q-&_0&J0&?M&µ4&
)%&{0&$%&'()"###’B&J0&?M&C2&q-&B‡4&+j%&%p+&XY&‰4&Š4&`4&;2&
BG%0&?&¾.0&r"###2%&J0&?M&'—&q-&.¿B"

Each time you make a prostration it is very important to practice just this same meditation
without wandering to this and that. Thus with the devotion of your body make prostration
-')0$ ?,6&$ !"#$ 4'91(E$ $ L')0$ )0#$ 7#",)',*$ ,3$ ?,6&$ 9'*7$ &#:,44#:)$ )0#$ .,,7$ <624')'#($ ,3$ )0#$
Three Jewels as described earlier and maintain the focus of the meditation. With the devo‑
tion of your speech say as follows.

.b+&54&'B0&~&.;4&%z%0&?&BP&.b+&?&µ2&B%&?-&À%0&?M&020&g0&
ˆ%&?&B2&U.0&p&54&?&.~&.-&%z%0&?&'Á%&W4&+v4&?&Â0&‹&'m)&.&9&V&
.Ã-&.&‚&4&iB&?&Ä&B2&G&«+0&€&h4&?&+D+&iB&ÅÆM&g)&3T&U.0&€&Ç)&È&
+&iB&?&)&+C&•0&-.&›&.›B&~&·&%p+&J0&?&:4&30&$%&'()&V"
“Victorious Transcendent One, Thus Gone,Triumphant, Happily Gone, you who are worthy
of respect, Happily Gone, knower of the world, you who skilfully educate beings, turning
their minds from the wrong way, unsurpassed teacher of men and gods, to the stainless dust
of the feet of unequalled Shakyamuni I bow my head and completely prostrate myself with
the greatest devotion of my body, speech and mind.”
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‘0&B2&%U4&µ2&$%&'()&.M&¨%&+2&m&.¿B"###~&ƒ0&%62&%2&’4&XY&É.0&
'PQT&¨%&',4&40&B%&`4&r"

M6&)0#&9,&#$ ,*#$ (0,647$ &#:')#$ 92*?$ 7'@#&#*)$ "#&(#($ )02)$ 2::,9%2*?$ %&,()&2)',*(E$ $I3)#&$
that in accordance with your text recite the lines for going for refuge and keep a pure recol‑
lection.

~&q-&%2&S%&B.2&3&d&+0&_0&€&$%&B2&"###2%&=0&.hB&Br20"###’B&€0&
e0&J0&w&%Ê%&12&Ë2&K0&?M&%¯2&40&%m20&Ì%0&`%&3M&·&40&$%&
'()"

Those of ordinary capacity should bow with their bodies, sing praises with their speech, and
develop one‑pointed devotion with their minds. With the most genuine and intense fervour
they should make prostrations.

~&µ2&-.&È&iB&.Í%0&-B&)0&0+"###.»'&.gB&`%&3&-2&•2&-2&Í-&XY&-B&
aÎ&Ï-&Ð%&?M&4&-%&.Ñ2&.Í%0&€&Ñ.0&p&BB&?0&.Ò2&$%&.Ó.&c&'()&
%p20&?&q-&_0&0&)&.Ó.&c&$%&'()"

Moreover the best practice is to make full prostrations with faith when reciting the Dri‑Med
bShags‑rGyud or the bKa’‑ brGyad Drag‑Po Rang‑Byung Rang Shar‑Gyi rGyud Leu
Nyer‑Drug‑Pai’ Na Rag bsKang‑bShag. Thus reciting the salutation make prostrations by
throwing your body on the ground.

'Ô2&.Ò2&$%&%+"###d&4&.u+&$%&¤%0&r"###B.2&3&'Ô2&=0&C2&q-&.·+&
40&_0&•%0&.•M&;2&=&Ç)&ÕB&€&P20&B2&+D+&?-&Ö)&40&”4&.S2&+jB&
?M&•4&–2&'‹)&.M&BG%0&?&B2&.•0&c&$%&'()&.&B2&"

The middle practice is to make full prostrations and the ordinary practice is to make kneeling
prostrations.
Those of middle capacity should meditate clearly on the above, and then emanating as many
1,7'#($2($)0#&#$2&#$%2&)':4#($,3$76()$'*$)0#$42*7($,3$)0#$)#*$7'&#:)',*($)0#?$(0,647$,@#&$92((#($
,3$,@#&'*.$:4,67($'*$)0#$92**#&$,3$)0#$C,70'(2D"2$N6*)6$O2*.%,$2*7$-')0$)0'($"'(624'(2)',*$
they can make prostrations.

%2&S%&B.2&3&-.&€&$%&'()&Ñ.0&~&¬2&'Ë-&%p+&BG%0&?&iB&?M&g0&
.Š.&40&$%&'()&.&B2&"
Those of higher capacity should make prostrations sealed with the absence of thoughts of
subject, object or their connection during the altruistic aspiration, the main practice, and the
dedication of merit.
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%2&S%&B.2&3&µ2&-.&€0&~&¬2&$%&r&?M&s)"###$%&×B&?&3"###r&.M&$%&
.•0&'˜4&iB&µ20&?&:4&3T&Ø2&m&$%&'()&.†"###'—&%2&S%&B.2&3&-.&
'Ô2&¤%0&€&Ù-&'—&r2&.B%&ˆ%&'˜4&L&'™4&)0&€&BC20&?&9+&Ö)&z0&
-.&i&'.-&r+0&?&Ú4&?M&g)&+(4&40&B&q&.-&BC20&?&S2&d)&€&RB&g4&m&
•2&.†"

Those of very high capacity should make prostrations in emptiness free of grasping at an
object of salutation, at the one making salutation or at an act of salutation.
This system for those of varying capacities came from Jangdag Rigdzin Padma Trinlae who
taught it to Khamtrul Sherab Mebar. He taught it to Jampa Tenpai Gyaltsen and it was the
traditional teaching at the time of studying the dGongs‑Pa Zang‑Thal.

'Û0&‹&t&·&%p+&XY&¡%&¢.&'B%&?&B2&"###<%0&%¤%&?&B2&"###+d-&N%&u&
.;M&g)&…B&)&B.2&.†"

Regarding the result, the sins and obscurations of the three doors (body, speech and mind)
2&#$%6&'!#7$2*7$)0#$2::69642)',*($2&#$.2)0#&#7$2*7$64)'92)#4?$,*#$-'44$.2'*$)0#$+'*.7,9$
of the four modes of enlightened being.

•-&.Š2&q-&4&~&)&_0&€&$%&~&-2&=&_0&;2&=&Ç)&§&-.&XY&P20&B2&+D+&
?-&Ö)&40&_0&d+0&•B&0&)&E.&¬&Ü.0&s)&XY & U.0&+dY ) &)&+C0&
%›%0&c&$%&'()&.†"
Regarding the general way for the body’s prostration, emanating as many bodies as there
are particles of dust in the land, with all these bodies touching the earth, make salutation to
those in whom you take refuge by touching their feet with your head.

2%&=&$%&t&‚&+&)&¤%0&€&u&B2&N%0&€&‰4&Š4&G&'`&.&½&½&.¿B&Ê2&Br20&
€&2&Ý0&%¤)&'~.0&¨%&.¿B&?†"
Regarding speech’s salutation, each of these bodies also recites the words of prayers with
strong melodious sounds, telling separately each of the good qualities of the Body, Speech
and Mind of the hosts of Gurus and Gods.

’B&€&$%&t&12&d%&?&40&BB&J0&×B&Ê2&½&0&%U4&4&iB&?M&Þ&ß0&'}'&.†"

Regarding the mind’s salutation, from the depth of your heart with faith and devotion have
3644$:,*!7#*:#$)02)$)0#?$2&#$)0#$,*4?$,*#($-0,$:2*$.&2*)$?,6$-02)$?,6$-'(0E$

BG%0&ˆ+&iB&?M&$%&'()&r0&?&t"###_0&à)&f20&?&q&‹-&+³2&.0&4"
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B.2&3&-.&'Ô2&d&%p+&BG%0&ˆ+&'—"###B»'&ZB&$%&'‹+&×B&?M&.á4&
'¸0&•4"###-2&=&G%&=0&+³2&0-&$%&'()&+94"###-2&=&â.&+&'%'&)&
E4&7-&m"###Ä%&.0+&B%&?0&'—&]B&’&l-&.‡B"

Seeing that to make prostrations without meditation is just like taking physical exercise, for
)0,(#$-0,$7'4'.#*)4?$%#&3,&9$)0#$7'P:64)$%&2:)':#$,3$2$06*7&#7$)0,6(2*7$%&,()&2)',*(/$)0,(#$
whom I have personally seen to make prostrations, in order to help my disciples and make
them happy I wrote with good intentions regarding these meditation systems for those of
high, middle and ordinary capabilities.

†4&Æ2&$%&G&'()&.M&%2&S%&'%'"###ˆ&•2&•)&ã%&•4&)&'—&G&+Ë"###$%&
+&'ä)&.-&20&$%&.ä)&V&‘0"###¦4&%Š+&å0&4&y&z0&Z4&54&æ)"

But for those who do not make prostrations, those who only talk emptily like the rabbit in
the story, this text is not necessary. Those who have not done prostrations but who say they
have done a hundred thousand make those with the eye of wisdom feel ashamed with their
lies.

.B%&•%&•B&?M&j0&_%0&{&»&)"###BG%0&ˆ+&'`&G4&'%'&½&‰B&…B&Æ2&"
$%&'‹+&'()&G&BC0&‘0&Ô0&?&iB"###j0&_%0&{&%-&ç0&?-&%)&:&‘0"
(B&54&è%0&.+&+2&3T&42&m&.ÍB"

M,&$244$,3$6($,3$)0#$!"#$802&92$-2?($,3$='1#)$QC,*/$R?'*.92/$F2+?2/$N2&.?67$2*7$S#46.T/$
24)0,6.0$ ')$ '($ %,(('14#$ )02)$ ,6&$ (?()#9($ ,3$ 9#7')2)',*$ 92?$ "2&?$ 2$ 4'D4#/$ -#$ -'44$ *,)$ !*7$
-&'D#*$2*?-0#&#$)02)$')$'($*,)$*#:#((2&?$),$92+#$2$06*7&#7$)0,6(2*7$%&,()&2)',*(E$$I44$!"#$
Dharma schools say that these prostrations are certainly very important and necessary and
this is found in the explanations of many authentic books.

+&SB&9&:&y&Ì&é4&m&¤%0"###j0&?&”4&40&+C&J%&_0&'mB&×B"###'Á%&W4&
”4&€&‚&B34&:&ˆ%0&)"###J0&'mB&×B&?&$%&=&,B&3†"
Furthermore, amongst all religions, the Muslims, Christians, Hindus and so forth, there is
the practice of bowing the head and body. Respectful bowing is made to the Guru and high
,P:'24($)0&,6.0,6)$)0#$-,&47$2*7$)0'($'($2*$#<6'"24#*)$3,&$%&,()&2)',*(E

+&%p20&.;4&m&êB&•%&d+0&•B&€0"####$%&'()&G&BC0&‚&+0&2&)&
%p20"###ë-&.&~&t&p0&Æ2&.~4&G&'˜4"###ì4&40&B&.-&‚&+0&%p20&?&iB"

It has never been taught that there is no need for all of you to do prostrations. If you say “the
guru told me this” nobody will believe you since from former times until now, Gurus have
not said such things.

%)&…B&êB&)&%p2&4&Â0&‹&êB"###í&ƒ&'˜4&?&)0&Æ2&:0&:-&Ä%"###µ2&4&
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•B&ˆ%0&G4&?M&‚&+M&%¤."###î4&?M&ïð&Z2&_%&ñ%&•4&'`M&%p20"

If it has ever been said to you it means that you are a being greater than even Vajradhara
himself, or else that the one who said it was non‑Tibetan impersonating a Lama like a wolf
wearing sheep’s clothing.

+&SB&¤&¤&-2&=&Ä&92&m"###9&:0&4&+&p&B2&42&?M&$%"###+&^&»&?0&ò&i4&
ë-&Ñ.0&B2&"###é4&Ç&š&«&µ+&ë-&.&$%&B2&%Ê%"

Not only that ... everywhere people go into their own churches and temples. The Muslims
pay homage and the Buddhists prostrate, Christians say “Amen” and Hindus say “Pranam”.
These acts are all the same as prostrations.

j0&?0&ó0&.¶%&+C&BJ&_0&'mB&×B"####+&SB&G&B+20&<%0&Ñ.0&<%0&
%40&p"###<%0&?M&<%0&%Ÿ-&<%0&%ŸT&G&B+20&)"####G&B+20&E4&*4&
B2&t&I&z0&)"####-0&‰B&B%'&ôM&7-&m&)%&?&.Æ%"####~&µ2&$%&=&,B&3&
_%0&•)&’4"
Religious people everywhere bow down their heads and bend their knees in respectful
homage. Apart from that, whenever many people gather together in a place of assembly
then the chairman and each one greets all of his friends and is happy to see the ones he
knows and shakes hands and waves to them. These greetings are all known as abbreviated
form of prostrations.

'Á%&W4&”4&XY&‚&B34&:&ˆ%0&B2&"###~2&02&B+20&%Ÿ†&m0&p&G&”4&)"###
J0&'mB&×B&?&$%&=&,B&3†"

All over the world people have always liked to show respect either to the teachers and the
greatly learned ones of old, or to the popular leaders and administrators of our modern
world.

%)&…B&~2&02&m0&<B&'—&Ñ.0&p"###d&+)&G&)&J0&'mB&r&BC0&4"###.õ&
iB&«+0&)&Ê&7-&r&G&BC0"###~0&t&-2&=&.¤B&4+0&%¤%&?-&' -"###%)&
…B&~2&m0&n%0&?0&ö2&.&’"###2&g)&•4&)&J0&'mB&E-&r0&4"###~&t&2&g)&
ö2&40&*-&)&.õ"###†4&Æ2&-2&=&.¤B&4+0&%¤%&?&)0"###%U4&µ2&%“B&
?M&k4&m&G&' -&Ý"

If, in these troubled times, it is necessary to show respect towards even ordinary beings –
how could it be unnecessary to show respect to the unequalled three jewels? In this way each
person will collect his own stock of merit. Even though the respect shown to the worldly
people, whose egos are rough and untamed, acts as a cause for them to grow in monstrous
pride with deceptive results, one’s own collection of merit on the other hand will never act
as a cause for making trouble for others.
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7&42&B%&;2&42&.•B&Ä&Ä&eT"###-2&.;4&•4&m&z0&.-&BC0&‘0"###.;&40&
BJ&.-&¾%&?&C2&+-&.‘B"# # # 'Ë-&V&d&+M&BC20&?M&,4&.;4&m"# # # 020&
g0&-&•4&Â&BJ&d+0&•B&)'2&"###B%&?M&÷2&.0&J0&'mB&×B&BC0&¤"

L')0$)0#$,6)#&$"'('14#$-,&47$1#'*.$%6&'!#7$2($2$%2&27'(#/$)0#$'*021')2*)($-'44$1#$(##*$2($.,7($
and goddesses. Thus it is necessary to know that this is their natural condition.
In accordance with the teachings of the upper yanas from the fourth to ninth and as it has
been explained in the view of the third turning of the wheel: all sentient beings are endowed
with Buddha‑nature, thus those whose vision is pure must have respect for all of them.

s)&B2&s)&•4&r&.&d+0&•B&”4"###%]0&iB&y&z0&:4&3T&,4&>%0&4"###]&
+&)&t&(&.M&-2&.;4&B2&"###ë-&q-&”4&ª.&:4&3-&$%&G&BC0"

If one knows the truth of the great wisdom of the non‑duality of all activities of subject and
object, then he is like the sun with its nature of heat and its all‑pervading great rays – there
is no need for prostrations.

7&42&%02&%p+&Ü.0&s)&BJ&ø%&)"####-2&%62&Ê&.;4&Ü.0&'PQ&(B&54&
B2&"###$%&'‹+&×B&?&^4&›&%)&:&†"

Regarding the nine sites of the outer, inner and secret refuge places according to our authen‑
tic texts it is necessary to go for refuge genuinely and strongly. It is very important to make
one hundred thousand prostrations.

‘0&?'2&ù2&'ª+&4B&?&'ú&iB&ˆ%&'˜4&-2&=0&$%&'()&G&N.&.M&Ñ.0&p&
”4&)&E4&½0&Ô0"

=0'($-2($-&'D#*$1?$)0#$-2*7#&'*.$1#..2&/$)0#$(':+$92*/$AU00'$G#7$;'.$A8V'*$3,&$)0#$1#*#!)$
of others at a time when he was unable to make prostrations himself.
English translated by C.R. Lama and James Low
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$%&'()&.&B2&+jB&Ê2&%Í%0&?&B2&"
CHAG TSHAL BA

DANG

CHOD CHING

salutations

and

offerings

SHAG PA

confession

DANG

and

C?$(246)2)',*(/$,@#&'*.($2*7$:,*3#((',*$2*7$

ƒ0&p&’&-2&.u)&;2&%¤)&.&’"
JE SU YI RANG

KUL ZHING

SOL WA

YI

rejoicing at the merit
of others

request Dharma
teaching

praying, requesting
the buddhas to stay

of

By rejoicing at the merit of others, beseeching Dharma teaching, and requesting the Buddhas
not to die –

Bl&.&•2&SB&.B%&=0&Ê&.0%0&?"
GE WA

CHUNG ZAD

virtue

small amount

DAG GI

me

by

CHI

SAG PA

whatever

collected

Whatever small amount of virtue I have collected

d+0&•B&.B%&=&r2&û.&7-&.ì†"
THAM CHE

DAG GI

JANG CHUB

CHIR

NGO WO

all

me

enlightenment
(for all beings)

for the

dedicate

by

I dedicate it all for the Enlightenment of all beings.

By the salutation, offerings and confession and by rejoicing at the merit of others, beseeching
Dharma teaching and requesting the Buddhas not to die – whatever small amount of virtue I have
collected, I dedicate it all for the Enlightenment of all beings.
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üB&'ý%&)0"

E4&?-&.0+0&?&ä+&XY0&Æ2&"
PHEN PAR

SAM PA

TSAM GYI

KYANG

!"#"$%&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&%'(#)&&&&&&&&&&&&&&*#+,&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&-+.*

When merely the thought of helping others

020&g0&+jB&)0&ªB&'E%0&4"
SANG GYE

CHO

buddhas

offering

LAE

than

KYA PHAG

excellent

NA

thus

Is more excellent than the worship of the Buddhas,

œ+0&•4&+&_0&d+0&•B&€"
SEM CHEN

sentient beings

MA LUE

without

THAM CHE

all

KYI

genitive

It is unnecessary even to mention the greatness of striving

.~&,4&.á4&?&þ0&Ê&BC0""
DE DON

TSON PA

MOE CHI GOE

!"#"$%&&&&&&&&&&&&&/*&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&#*%&#"0"..-1,&%*&2"#%(*#

For the happiness and welfare of all beings without exception.

When merely the thought of helping others is more excellent than the worship of the Buddhas, it is
unnecessary even to mention the greatness of striving for the happiness and welfare of all beings
without exception.

(Verse from !"#$%&"'(#)$(*+,(-.(#)$(/-0)&1+23+(by Shantideva.)

